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Synopsis Aerodynamic studies using physical models of fossil organisms can provide quantitative information about

how performance of defined activities, such as gliding, depends on specific morphological features. Such analyses allow us

to rule out hypotheses about the function of extinct organisms that are not physically plausible and to determine if and

how specific morphological features and postures affect performance. The purpose of this article is to provide a practical

guide for the design of dynamically scaled physical models to study the gliding of extinct animals using examples from

our research on the theropod dinosaur, †Microraptor gui, which had flight feathers on its hind limbs as well as on its

forelimbs. Analysis of the aerodynamics of †M. gui can shed light on the design of gliders with large surfaces posterior to

the center of mass and provide functional information to evolutionary biologists trying to unravel the origins of flight in

the dinosaurian ancestors and sister groups to birds. Measurements of lift, drag, side force, and moments in pitch, roll,

and yaw on models in a wind tunnel can be used to calculate indices of gliding and parachuting performance, aerody-

namic static stability, and control effectiveness in maneuvering. These indices permit the aerodynamic performance of

bodies of different shape, size, stiffness, texture, and posture to be compared and thus can provide insights about the

design of gliders, both biological and man-made. Our measurements of maximum lift-to-drag ratios of 2.5–3.1 for

physical models of †M. gui suggest that its gliding performance was similar to that of flying squirrels and that the

various leg postures that might have been used by †M. gui make little difference to that aspect of aerodynamic perfor-

mance. We found that body orientation relative to the movement of air past the animal determines whether it is difficult

or easy to maneuver.

Introduction

Many lines of evidence are used to form inferences

and test hypotheses about how extinct organisms

functioned. These in turn are used to suggest selec-

tive factors that might have been important in their

evolution or to propose ecological interactions in

paleocommunities. For mechanical functions such

as locomotion, biomechanical analysis of fossil

organisms can provide quantitative information

about how performance of defined activities depends

on specific morphological features. Such analyses

allow us to rule out hypotheses about the function

of extinct organisms that are not physically plausible

and to determine if and how specific morphological

features affect performance. Many examples of using

biomechanics to aid in interpretation of the attrib-

utes of fossil organisms are reviewed by Rayner and

Wootton (1991) and Hutchenson and Allen (2009).

Usefulness of models

Models, both physical and mathematical, can be

powerful tools for exploring the mechanical perfor-

mance of living and extinct organisms. By varying

specific morphological features or kinematic param-

eters in such models, the effects of these structures

and behaviors on defined functions performed by the

organisms can be quantified. Working with models,

rather than with living organisms, allows the perfor-

mance consequences of specific changes in defined

parameters to be determined while holding other
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parameters constant (e.g., Koehl 2003; Hutchenson

and Allen 2009) and also permits the interactions

between different features to be assessed in a system-

atic way (Emerson et al. 1990). For example, math-

ematical models of the fluid mechanics of jet

propulsion by cnidarian medusae explored how

body shape and swimming kinematics affect the

size at which the ratio of efficiency to cost of loco-

motion is maximized (Daniel 1983) and revealed

how the interactions between jellyfish and the

water constrain the morphological diversity of line-

ages of these animals (Dabiri et al. 2007). Similarly, a

computer simulation of running by theropod dino-

saurs that systematically varied maximal velocity of

muscle contraction and mass of limb muscle revealed

the parameter space in which one or the other of

these factors limits running speed (Sellers and

Manning 2007). Physical models were used to mea-

sure the consequences of shape, flexural stiffness,

surface texture, and orientation on the hydrodynam-

ic forces experienced by sea anemones exposed to

ambient water currents (Koehl 1977). Likewise, the

effects of enlarged hands and feet, skin flaps, body

shape, and limb posture on gliding and parachuting

performance of ‘‘flying’’ frogs were elucidated in ex-

periments using physical models (Emerson and

Koehl 1990; Emerson et al. 1990; McCay 2001).

Physical models can also permit us to tease out the

consequences of specific morphological features for

several physical functions simultaneously. For exam-

ple, Kingsolver and Koehl (1985, 1994) used physical

models based on fossil insects to measure the effects

of body size, wing length, and number of wings

on both aerodynamic and thermoregulatory

performance.

When models are used to analyze the performance

of extant organisms, the biological relevance of a

physical or mathematical model can be tested by

comparing predictions of the model with the perfor-

mance of the living organisms. For example, models

of bipedal running were tested by comparing their

predictions of the masses of leg muscles needed for

rapid running with measurements for 10 extant spe-

cies of bipedal runners (Hutchenson 2004). Similarly,

drag measured on living sea anemones was not sig-

nificantly different from drag measured on physical

models of those individuals in the same postures

when exposed to the same conditions of flow

(Koehl 1977), and measurements of water velocity

through the bristly feeding appendages of living

copepods (planktonic crustaceans) matched those

determined in experiments using physical models of

those appendages (Koehl 2004). Glide angles mea-

sured in the field for living flying frogs matched

those calculated from measurements of lift and

drag on physical models (Emerson and Koehl 1990).

Mathematical and physical models of biomechan-

ical function have not only been used to explore

parameter space but also to test hypotheses about

the function of, or to analyze mechanisms that

could have been responsible for the performance of

extinct organisms. For example, a finite element

model of the stresses in the septae (dividing walls)

in the shells of ammonites (extinct cephalopod mol-

lusks) exposed to external pressure suggested rejec-

tion of the widely accepted hypothesis that

ammonites with more complex septa were able to

live at greater depths in the ocean than those with

simpler septa (Daniel et al. 1997). Similarly, mea-

surements of aerodynamic forces on models of ex-

tinct insects showed that the hypothesis that

aerodynamic performance was an important factor

in the elongation of short (relative to body length)

protowings over evolutionary time should be rejected

if ancestral insects were small (�2 cm body length),

but not if they were large (�12 cm body length)

(Kingsolver and Koehl 1985, 1994). Flow visualiza-

tions revealed the mechanism underlying this result:

upward airflow around the tips of the wings ren-

dered short wings ineffective at generating lift.

Likewise, measurements of drag on and visualizations

of water flow around physical models and shells of

different types of cephalopods revealed how the size

of the wakes that formed downstream of animals of

different shapes affected drag, and thus, also affected

estimates of their swimming performance (e.g., ener-

getic cost, maximum velocity) (Chamberlain 1976,

1981). Experiments using robotic physical models

of fossil clams that rocked back and forth in the

sediment (as living clams do when burrowing) re-

vealed that the mechanism responsible for the im-

pressive burrowing performance of elongate shells

with pointed posteriors and rounded anteriors was

that the location of the axis of rotation shifted

during different phases of the rocking motion such

that the shell ‘‘walked’’ its way through the sediment

(Stanley 1975).

Although the predictions of models of extinct or-

ganisms cannot be compared to the performance of

those organisms, data about living organisms can be

used to determine reasonable assumptions for the

design of those models. For example, when Stanley

(1975) used models of clams to study how the shapes

of the shells of fossil species affected burrowing per-

formance, he used kinematic analyses of films of bur-

rowing behavior by living clams to determine how

the model clams should be moved. Examples of

using biomechanical analyses of locomotion in
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extant birds to provide insights about and inform

mathematical models of the locomotion of theropod

dinosaurs and extinct birds were reviewed by

(Hutchenson and Allen 2009).

Dynamically scaled physical models

In addition to the uses described above, physical

models also provide a tool for investigating the func-

tioning of organisms or the structures they build that

are too large or too small to be conveniently manip-

ulated or studied in the laboratory [reviewed by

Vogel (1994) and Koehl (2004)]. For example, the

effects of the shapes of the mounds around the open-

ings to prairie dog burrows on wind-induced venti-

lation of these burrows was elucidated using small

models in the lab (Vogel et al. 1973). Large models

of the tiny feeding appendages of copepods (Koehl

1992, 1998, 2004) and of the arrays of microscopic

chemosensory hairs on lobster olfactory antennules

(Reidenbach et al. 2008) were used to study the de-

tailed patterns of water flow around these structures

as they capture food or odors, respectively. When

such models are used to study velocities of flow

around or through biological structures, or to deter-

mine the aerodynamic or hydrodynamic forces on

them, the models should be dynamically similar to

the bodies being modeled.

For studies of fluid dynamics, if a physical model

and a biological structure are dynamically similar,

then the ratios of the velocities and of the forces at

comparable positions in the flow field around the

model and around the real organism are the same.

A model is dynamically similar to a biological struc-

ture if it is geometrically similar to the biological

prototype, and if the relative importance of inertia

and viscosity in determining flow patterns and forces

on the structure is the same for the model as for the

prototype. Reynolds number (Re) represents the rel-

ative importance of inertia to viscosity for a given

flow situation:

Re ¼ rUL=� ð1Þ

where U is speed of the fluid relative to the body,

L is a linear dimension such as the structure’s diam-

eter, and r and m are the density and dynamic vis-

cosity, respectively, of the fluid. The models of the

prairie dogs’ burrows, copepods’ appendages, and

lobsters’ antennules mentioned above were all oper-

ated at the same Re’s as their biological prototypes.

The small models of burrows were exposed to water

currents rather than to wind with velocities adjusted

to achieve the right Re. The large models of micro-

scopic appendages of arthropods were operated in

viscous mineral oil rather than in water and were

moved at very low velocities to match the Re’s of

the real structures. Such large, slowly-moving

models can also provide a useful way to study the

fluid dynamics of structures such as flapping ap-

pendages of zooplankters (Koehl 1992, 1998, 2004)

or insect wings (Dickinson et al. 1999; Usherwood

and Ellington 2002) that move too rapidly to be

studied easily on the real organisms.

In this article, we describe the design and use of

physical models to study the gliding of extinct ani-

mals, using examples from our research on the feath-

ered dinosaur, †Microraptor gui. Our goal is to

provide a practical guide for others who might

wish to incorporate this approach in their studies

of the aerodynamics of gliding.

Example: designing physical models to
study the aerodynamic performance of
an extinct feathered dinosaur †M. gui

We have used dynamically scaled physical models to

study the aerodynamic performance of the feathered

theropod dinosaur, †M. gui (Fig. 1). Well-preserved

fossils of †M. gui, a small dromaeosaur that lived

during the early Cretaceous, have been discovered

in the Jiufotang formation in Liaoning, China (e.g.,

Xu et al. 2003). Plant fossils in this formation indi-

cate that †M. gui lived in a seasonally-varying diverse

conifer-dominated forest habitat that also had other

trees such as ginkoes and cycads, and herbaceous

ground cover (Zhou et al. 2003; Zhou 2006;

Benton et al. 2008).

†Microraptor gui had long pennaceous feathers

with asymmetrical vanes (features characteristic of

flight feathers on modern birds) on the distal seg-

ments of its hind limbs, as well as its forelimbs, and

it had a long feathered tail (Xu et al 2003; Chatterjee

and Templin 2007; Witmer 2009). Because its foot

morphology was consistent with perching and climb-

ing and because it had long feathers on its feet that

might have made running difficult, †M. gui has been

interpreted to be an arboreal animal (Prum 2003; Xu

et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 2003). A variety of aerody-

namic functions have been suggested for the feath-

ered hind limbs of †M. gui, including serving as

lift-generating wings (e.g., Prum 2003; Xu et al.

2003; Chaterjee and Templin 2007; Alexander et al.

2010), functioning as air brakes or flight maneuver-

ing surfaces (Paul 2003; Zhang and Zhou 2004), re-

ducing air resistance on the legs by streamlining

them (Zhou and Zhang 2005; Chatterjee and

Templin 2007), or increasing drag on the animal to

reduce the speed of a fall (Padian 2003).

Physical models of gliding by extinct animals 3
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Nonaerodynamic functions such as signaling have

also been proposed for leg feathers (Padian 2003;

Paul 2003), but even if the selective factors that led

to the initial evolution of long feathers on the legs

did not relate to flight, those feathers would have

had aerodynamic consequences (Witmer 2009).

Therefore, †M. gui, with its feathered hind limbs, is

of interest both to biomechanists studying the de-

signs of gliding organisms and to evolutionary biol-

ogists trying to unravel the origins of flight in the

ancestors of birds.

While gliding birds and man-made gliders have

their wings anterior to or near their center of mass

(e.g., Pennycuick 1972), some gliding animals such

as ‘‘flying frogs’’ have large aerodynamic surfaces

(big webbed feet) posterior to their center of mass.

Flying frogs are poor gliders (i.e., do not travel very

far horizontally per vertical distance of fall) but are

more maneuverable than are frogs that do not have

the flyer’s morphology of enlarged webbed feet

(Emerson and Koehl 1990; McCay 2001). Frogs ma-

neuver by changing the positions and angles of their

feet, and their aerodynamically-unstable bodies do

not resist such maneuvers (McCay 2001). The large

feathered hindwings of †M. gui might have contrib-

uted to maneuverability in a similar fashion.

However, unlike frogs, †M. gui also had large fore-

wings and a long feathered tail (Fig. 1A). Therefore,

the aerodynamic properties of of †M. gui can provi-

de insights about maneuverability and gliding perfor-

mance of bodies with large surfaces posterior to the

center of mass.

The discovery of †M. gui, a forest-dwelling

dinosaur with ‘‘wings’’ on its legs, added fuel to

the lively debate about the origin of flight in the

feathered dinosaur ancestors of birds (reviewed by

Homberger 2003; Prum 2003; Zhou 2004;

Hutchenson and Allen 2009; Ruben 2010). The

‘‘ground-up’’ school of thought argues that the an-

cestors of birds were ground-dwelling dinosaurs and

that flapping of feathered forelimbs enhanced their

running ability, eventually leading to powered

take-off and flight. Evidence and arguments in

favor of this hypothesis are given by Ostrom

(1986), Padian and Chiappe (1998), Burgers and

Chiappe (1999), Bundle and Dial (2003), Dial

Fig. 1 Diagrams of models of †Microraptor gui in a variety of configurations (A–G). Various postures that have been proposed for

†M. gui were tested using models with feathers on forelimbs, hind limbs, and tail: (A) sprawled, (B) tent (legs back with their feathers

forming a tent over the tail), (C) down, and (D) biplane (knees bent such that the distal portions of the leg wings are lower than the

arm wings). (E) Different asymmetric postures that might have been used to execute maneuvers, such as the one illustrated here, were

tested. The effects of aerodynamic surfaces aft of the center of mass were studied by comparing fully-feathered models (A–E) with

models that had feathers on forelimbs but not on hind limbs or tail (F and G) in various postures including those illustrated here:

(F) sprawled and (G) legs back. (H) Photograph of a model of †M. gui in the tent posture in the open-jet wind tunnel (working section

0.381 m� 0.381 m in cross-section and 0.457 in length). The model has paper feathers. The angle of attack (�) is the angle between the

direction of airflow relative to the body and the long axis of the body. A force transducer (ATI Nano17-6DOF force/torque sensor) was

mounted in the model’s torso at the center of mass of the model. A, B, F, and G are ventral views, and D is a dorsal view.

4 M. A. R. Koehl et al.
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(2003), Hutchenson (2003), Dial et al. (2006, 2008),

and Peterson (this symposium). Evidence and argu-

ments against this hypothesis are given by Senter

(2006), and Nudds and Dyke (2009). The

‘‘trees-down’’ point of view argues that the ancestors

of birds were arboreal and that aerodynamic feath-

ered surfaces improved their performance while

parachuting or gliding through the forest, eventually

leading to arm flapping and powered flight. Evidence

and arguments in favor of this hypothesis are given

by Norberg (1985), Bock (1986), Xu et al. (2000,

2003, 2005), Long et al. (2003), Paul (2003), Zhang

and Zhou (2004), Chatterjee and Templin (2007),

and Alexander et al. (2010). Evidence and arguments

against this hypothesis are given in Padian (2003),

and Padian and Dial (2005). Phylogenetic analyses of

the theropod dinosaurs and of birds (e.g., Norell and

Xu 2005; Kurochkin 2006; Longrich 2006; Hu et al.

2009; Hutchenson and Allen 2009) indicate that

†M. gui was not part of the lineage of theropods

leading to birds (the Avialae), but rather, was part

of a sister group with feathered legs (the

Dromaeosauridae). The ‘‘ground-up’’ camp argue

that the common ancestor of both lineages had

only forewings, and that hindwings developed in

the lineage leading to †M. gui (e.g., Padian 2003),

whereas the ‘‘trees-down’’ proponents argue that the

common ancestor of both lineages had four wings,

but the rear wings were lost in the lineage that led to

birds (e.g., Beebe 1915; Prum 2003; Xu 2003; Zhang

and Zhou 2004; Hu et al. 2009). Although an aero-

dynamic analysis of †M. gui cannot resolve this

debate, it can provide information about the perfor-

mance of this animal while airborne and also can

tease out the effects of the feathered legs and a

long, feathered tail on aerodynamic function.

Several modeling studies have been conducted

of †M. gui to explore its gliding performance.

Chatterjee and Templin (2007) used computer sim-

ulations of airflow around and forces on †M. gui in

the ‘‘biplane’’ posture (Fig. 1D) to calculate its glid-

ing performance and concluded that †M. gui was a

‘‘moderate’’ glider (i.e., its horizontal speed relative

to its sinking speed was lower than those calculated

for a frigate bird and a pterosaur), that its glide path

would have undulated up and down, and that its

long tail could have stabilized it during gliding.

Alexander et al. (2010) measured the glide trajecto-

ries of life-sized physical models of †M. gui, but with

a bilobed tail at an angle of 208 above the frontal

plane of the body, and tested models with the legs in

three postures: (1) legs held out to the side (Fig. 1A),

but tilted in an anhedral configuration at an angle of

208 below the frontal plane, (2) posture (1), but with

the distal portion of each leg parallel to the plane of

the forelimb wings, and (3) biplane posture

(Fig. 1D). Alexander et al. (2010) found that

†M. gui in postures (1) and (2) was a stable glider

with a mean lift-to-drag ratio of �4, but that

†M. gui in the biplane posture was unstable (unless

a heavy counterweight was put in the head) and

showed slightly worse gliding performance. The lift

and drag forces (Fig. 2A) on a life-sized model of

†M. gui with its legs in various postures, including

‘‘tent’’ (Fig. 1B and H), ‘‘down’’ (Fig. 1C), biplane

(Fig. 1D), and tucked up under the body, were mea-

sured in a wind tunnel (NOVA television program

‘‘The Four-Winged Dinosaur’’, aired by Public

Broadcasting System on February 26, 2008; directed

by Mark Davis, model constructed by Hall Train,

and measurements made in the wind tunnel by

Arnold Song, Kenneth Breuer, Joseph Bahlman,

Steve Gatesy, Farish Jenkins, Mark Norell, and Xu

Xing). These experiments suggested that the tent

posture yielded the best gliding performance (highest

lift-to-drag ratio).

We have been using physical models of †M. gui to

explore more postures than those investigated in the

earlier modeling studies, including asymmetric arm

and leg configurations and tail positions that could

have been used in executing maneuvers (e.g.,

Fig. 1E). In addition, we have been comparing the

performance of models with and without leg and tail

feathers (Fig. 1F and G) to investigate the roles

of large aerodynamic surfaces posterior to the

center of mass. We have also been exploring other

types of aerodynamic performance (listed below) in

addition to the aspects of gliding that were the focus

of the modeling studies cited above. As the purpose

of the present article is to discuss how to design and

test dynamically scaled physical models for investi-

gating the gliding mechanics of extinct organisms,

the results of the experiments in which asymmetric

postures or plumage were varied will be reported

elsewhere.

Designing a physical model that is geometrically

similar to †M. gui

A dynamically scaled physical model must be geo-

metrically similar to the biological prototype. There

are challenges to designing such a model when the

only records of the morphology of an organism are

fossils of skeletons and other hard body parts that

can be flattened or distorted (Briggs et al. 1991). If

logistically possible, careful examination of the fossils

and consultation with the paleontologists who study

them is recommended, in addition to study of the

Physical models of gliding by extinct animals 5
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published descriptions, photographs, and reconstruc-

tions of the fossils. It is also helpful to learn about

the morphology of related extinct and extant

organisms.

One important issue to resolve is the shape of the

animal when the soft tissues were present. A

common way to proceed is to construct a skeleton

from casts of the fossil bones, to flesh it out with

muscles based on the anatomy of living related or-

ganisms (e.g., birds for †M. gui), and to cover it with

feathers that match the fossil feathers in type, size,

and number (e.g., Davis et al. 2008, NOVA show

cited above; Alexander et al. 2010). To do the

latter, assumptions must be made about the orienta-

tion of the feathers and the stiffness of their attach-

ment to the integument (Padian 2003). In our study,

we based the body shape of, and arrangement of

feathers on our models on the reconstruction of

†M. gui in the published description of the fossils

(Xu et al. 2003).

Another challenge in constructing a geometrically-

similar model of a fossil organism is to determine

the posture(s) in which to configure the body. The

fossil skeleton can become distorted during preserva-

tion, so there are different interpretations of how the

hip joints of †M. gui constrained possible positions

of the legs (Prum 2003; Fucheng et al. 2006). The

original reconstruction of the fossil showed the legs

sprawled laterally (Fig. 1A; Xu et al. 2003). While

some researchers argue that the hip joints of related

theropod dinosaurs and of birds do not permit the

thighs to be positioned laterally and thus the

sprawled posture was unlikely (e.g., Padian 2003;

Padian and Dial 2005; Chatterjee and Templin

2007), others argue that some versions of the

sprawled posture are feasible (e.g., Hertel and

Campbell 2007; Alexander et al. 2010). Various con-

figurations of the legs that theropods’ hip and leg

joints could have permitted have been suggested, in-

cluding the legs-down posture (Fig. 1C), biplane pos-

ture (Chatterjee and Templin 2007; Fig. 1D), and

tent posture (Fig. 1B and H). One advantage of

using physical models is that they permit us to try

all of the proposed postures to see if they make any

difference to aerodynamic performance. We tested

our models in each of the above postures, as well

as, in various asymmetric ones (Fig. 1).

Determining the Re of an extinct organism

Dynamically scaled physical models operate at or

near the Re (Re¼ LUr/m) of the real organism. The

linear dimensions of †M. gui can be measured on the

fossils, or on photographs or diagrams of the fossils

(Xu et al. 2003), but the speed (U) of †M. gui falling

through the air must be estimated and the density

(r) and viscosity (m) of the air at the time that they

lived must be determined.

Although wing length (base to tip), chord length

(anterior to posterior length of a wing), or body

length can be used for L in calculations of Re, we

chose to use snout–vent length because it does not

change for different postures (McCay 2001) or ex-

perimental removal of feathers and because it is a

standard biological scale of length used for reptiles.

Fig. 2 (A) Drag is the aerodynamic force acting in the same direction as the airflow relative to the body (þ drag is in the direction of

that airflow), and lift is the force acting at right angles to the drag in the dorso-ventral direction (þ lift is upward). (B) Side force is the

aerodynamic force acting at right angles to drag and to lift in the left–right direction (þ side force is toward the right). (C) Pitch is

rotation of the body in the nose-up (þ) or nose-down direction (�). (D) Yaw is rotation of the body in the nose-right (þ) or nose-left

(�) direction. (E) Roll is rotation of the body about its long axis in the right-wing-down direction (þ) or right-wing-up direction (�).

6 M. A. R. Koehl et al.
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The engineering convention for winged aircraft is to

use chord length for L. We measured snout–vent

length on the photographs and diagram of †M. gui

in Fig. 1 of Xu et al. (2003) and found it be

0.30–0.32 m, depending on where we assumed the

vent to be located.

One way to estimate the speeds of extinct organ-

isms is to assume that they moved within the range

of speeds used by living organisms of similar mass

and wing loading (W):

W ¼ mg=S ð2Þ

where m is the mass of the organism, g is the accel-

eration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2), and S is the plan-

form area (e.g., Alexander 1982). In engineering

analyses of wings and winged aircraft and in most

studies of the aerodynamics of birds, S represents the

planform area of the wings alone. However, for or-

ganisms without wings, such as gliding snakes (Socha

and LaBarbera 2005) and frogs (Emerson and Koehl

1990), the planform area of the whole body is used

for S. In the case of †M. gui, we used the planform

area of the whole body for S because the feathered

area of the hind limbs and tail is as big as that of the

wings and because we manipulated those areas in

our experiments.

Various approaches have been used to determine

the mass of an extinct organism, including measur-

ing the volume of water displaced by a model of the

organism and then multiplying that volume by an

assumed tissue density (e.g., Peczkis 1994;

Christiansen and Farina 2004; Alexander et al.

2010), using bivariate or multivariate regressions

for modern vertebrates of body mass as a function

of specific bone dimensions that can also be

measured on the fossils (e.g., Christiansen and

Farina 2004) or digitizing the outer surface of a re-

construction of the organism and then summing the

masses of slices of the body computed using assumed

tissue densities (Henderson 1999; Hurlburt 1999).

The latter technique can account for body regions

with different densities (e.g., air-filled lungs, dense

bones) if the coordinates of their outer surfaces can

be measured. The body mass of †M. gui has been

estimated to be 0.95 (Chatterjee and Templin 2007)

to 1.23 kg (Alexander et al. 2010) and the wing load-

ing to be 70.6 N/m2 (Chatterjee and Templin 2007).

Examples of published airspeeds for gliding birds,

bats, and reptiles of similar mass (Table 1) range

from 6.1 to 14.2 m/s. Gliding speeds of †M. gui

have been estimated to be 10.6 m/s by Alexander

et al. (2010) using the relationship between air

speed and W proposed by Tennekes (1996) and to

be 12–15 m/s by Chaterjee and Templin (2007) using

computer simulations of gliding by †M. gui.

Therefore, we estimated that a reasonable range of

possible U’s for †M. gui was 6–15 m/s.

The composition of the atmosphere during the

early Cretaceous when †M. gui lived was very similar

to its composition today (Dudley 1998; Berner et al.

2003). Because †M. gui lived in temperate forests,

we assumed air temperatures of 10–208 C and

used the viscosity (m¼ 1.7� 10�5 at 108C and

1.8� 10�5 kg m�1 s�1 at 208C) and the density

(r¼ 1.2 kg m�3 and at both 10 and 208 C) of dry

air at sea level in our calculation of Re (e.g., Vogel

1994; Haynes and Lide 2011). Elevation has a small

effect on the density and viscosity of air (e.g., at an

elevation of 2000 m at 208C, r¼ 1.0 kg/m3 and

m¼ 1.7� 10�5 kg m�1 s�1), as does relative humidity

Table 1 Mass, wing loading [Equation (2)], and gliding speeds for various animals

Animal Mass (kg) Wing loading (N/m2) Gliding speed (m/s)

†Microraptor gui 0.95 (Chatterjee and Templin (2007) 70.6 (Chatterjee and Templin (2007) 12 to 15 (Chatterjee and Templin

(2007)

1.23 (Alexander et al. 2010) 10.6 (Alexander et al. 2010)

Buzzard 1.0 (Tennekes 1996) 37 (Tennekes 1996) 9.9 (Tennekes 1996)

Red-tailed hawk 1.1 (Tennekes 1996) 54 (Tennekes 1996) 11.7(Tennekes 1996)

Roseate spoonbill 1.3 (Tennekes 1996) 57 (Tennekes 1996) 12.3 (Tennekes 1996)

Frigate bird 1.5 (Chatterjee and Templin (2007) 45 (Chatterjee and Templin (2007) 10 (Chatterjee and Templin (2007)

Harris hawk 0.70 (Rosen and Hendenstrom

2001)

6.1 (Rosen and Hendenstrom 2001)

Laggar falcon 0.57 (Rosen and Hendenstrom

2001)

6.6 (Rosen and Hendenstrom 2001)

Pteropus sp. (bat) 0.65 (Norberg et al. 2000) 25.8 (Norberg et al. 2000) 9.8 (Norberg et al. 2000)

Chrysopelea ornate

(gliding snake)

0.24 (Heyer and Pongsapipatana

1970)

14.2 (Heyer and Pongsapipatana

1970)
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(e.g., at a relative humidity of 50% at sea level at

208 C, r¼ 1.2 kg/m3 and m¼ 1.7� 10�5 kg m�1 s�1)

(Pennycuick 1972; Benson 2009; Haynes and Lide

2011).

Using the estimates of L, U, r, and m described

above, we calculated the range of possible Re’s at

which †M. gui might have operated to be about

1� 105 to 3� 105.

Quantifying aerodynamic performance
of a gliding organism

We measured aerodynamic forces and moments on

physical models of †M. gui in a wind tunnel

(Fig. 1H) using a six-axis force transducer

(Nano17, ATI Industrial Automation) affixed in the

model’s torso at its approximate center of mass. The

transducer was mounted on a threaded steel rod

damped with rubber tubing. The mounting rod

exited the right side of the model and was attached

to a tripod that was used to change the model’s angle

of attack (�, the angle between the direction of air-

flow relative to the model and the frontal plane of

the model; Fig. 1H). By convention in engineering

studies of aircraft, � is the angle between the chord

of the wing and the direction of airflow. For organ-

isms with no wings or with many wings (each of

which can be at a different �), biologists must

make clear which part of the body is being used to

measure �. In the experiments with †M. gui reported

here, the chords of the forewings were parallel to the

frontal plane of the body, so one � describes the

orientation both of body and wings with respect to

the airflow.

As a body moves through the air, the airflow rel-

ative to the body is the same speed, but in the op-

posite direction as the velocity of the body.

Therefore, we could simulate the airflow encountered

by a freely-gliding †M. gui by exposing a stationary

model to airflow in an open-jet wind tunnel (de-

scribed by McCay 2001). Air speeds encountered by

our models were measured using a hot wire ane-

mometer (Series 2440, Kurz Instrument Co.). The

outputs from the force transducer were recorded at

a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz using a National

Instruments 6251 data-acquisition card. For each

replicate experiment, the forces and moments re-

corded for a 3-min period were averaged after

being rotated from the frame of reference of the

model into the frame of reference of the laboratory

(scripts in Python). Various indices of performance

could then be calculated from these measurements of

forces and moments. These performance indices are

described in aerodynamics texts (e.g., McCormick

1995; Etkin and Reid 1996) and are summarized

and explained for biologists by Emerson and Koehl

(1990), Vogel (1994), and McCay (2001).

We measured drag (aerodynamic force parallel to

the direction of airflow relative to the body; Fig. 2A),

lift (aerodynamic force perpendicular to the drag in

the dorso-ventral direction; Fig. 2A), and side force

(aerodynamic force perpendicular to the drag and lift

acting in the left–right direction; Fig. 2B), as well as,

the moments in pitch (Fig. 2C), yaw (Fig. 2D), and

roll (Fig. 2E). We used those measurements to cal-

culate coefficients that are dimensionless indices of

the effects of body shape and orientation on aerody-

namic forces and moments: CD (coefficient of drag),

CL (coefficient of lift), CS (side force coefficient), Cm

(pitching coefficient), Cn (yawing coefficient), and Cr

(rolling coefficient).

Drag ¼ 0:5 CDr ðSÞ ðU Þ
2

ð3Þ

Lift ¼ 0:5 CLr ðSÞ ðU Þ
2

ð4Þ

Side force = 0:5 Cs r ðSÞ ðU Þ
2

ð5Þ

Pitching moment = 0:5 Cmr ðSÞ U 2L ð6Þ

Yawing moment = 0:5 Cnr ðSÞ U 2L ð7Þ

Rolling moment = 0:5 Crr ðSÞ U 2L ð8Þ

where S is the planform area of the body and L is a

linear dimension of the body. We measured S by

digitizing photographs of models (using Image J

software) in the sprawled position because in this

posture the feathered surfaces are parallel to the

plane measured and none are hidden behind other

parts of the body (see Fig. 1A). As explained above,

we used snout–vent length for L for our models of

†M. gui. In the engineering literature, chord length is

used for L in Equation (6), and wingspan is used for

L in Equations (7) and (8) (e.g., McCormick 1995).

Parachuting

The more slowly a falling body moves, the longer it

can remain airborne and the softer its landing (the

magnitude of the force with which an animal of a

given mass hits the ground or some other object in

its environment is proportional to its speed at the

time of impact, so more slowly-moving organisms

are less likely to be injured when landing). The

time aloft for a falling body is proportional to

(drag/m)1/2 (Norberg 1985), so the maximum drag

coefficient, [(CD)max, which for most bodies occurs
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at �¼ 908], can be used as a measure of its parachut-

ing performance (e.g., Emerson and Koehl 1990).

Gliding

One standard measure of gliding performance is the

horizontal distance traveled per height lost as an

animal falls, which is proportional to the ratio CL/

CD (e.g., Pennycuick 1972). Since both CL and CD

(Equations (3) and (4) depend on �, CL/CD is deter-

mined for a range of �’s and the highest lift-to-drag

ratio achieved, (CL/CD)max, is typically used to char-

acterize the gliding performance of a body (e.g.,

Pennycuick 1972; Emerson and Koehl 1990; Vogel

1994).

Another aspect of gliding performance is the min-

imum airspeed (Umin) that must be attained by a

falling body to generate sufficient lift to begin glid-

ing. When an animal starts falling through the air, it

accelerates. The lower the Umin, the sooner after

take-off an animal can begin to glide, and thus the

greater the proportion of its time aloft can be spent

travelling horizontally. Minimum glide speed is given

by (Alexander 1982):

Umin ¼
2W

CL

� �1=2

ð9Þ

where W is the wing loading [Equation (2)], r is

the fluid density, and CL is the lift coefficient

[Equation (4)].

Stability

When organisms fall through the air in nature, they

can be buffeted by turbulent wind or tipped by ob-

jects or other organisms in their environment.

Therefore, their stability when hit by such perturba-

tions is another aspect of aerodynamic performance

that might affect their survival. If a body in a given

configuration shows static aerodynamic stability,

then there is an orientation at which the body expe-

riences no moment (stable fixed point; Fig. 3B) and

the moments about its center of mass if it is per-

turbed (e.g., if its orientation is altered by a wind

gust) act in the opposite direction of that perturba-

tion and tend to push the body back to its original

stable orientation without requiring any active right-

ing behavior. The slope of a plot of the moment on a

body as a function of angle of orientation is negative

if the body is stable. In contrast, if a body is unsta-

ble, there is an orientation at which the body expe-

riences no moment (unstable fixed point, Fig. 3C),

but if it is perturbed from that orientation, the

moment on the body acts in the same direction as

the perturbation and can cause the body to tumble.

The slope of a plot of the moment on a body as a

function of angle of orientation is positive if the

body is unstable. If a body shows neutral stability,

then no moments are set up on the body in the

perturbed orientation, so the body remains in a

new orientation after the perturbation stops. If a

body is neutrally stable, the slope of a plot of the

moment on a body as a function of angle of orien-

tation is zero and the magnitude of the moment is

zero, so it experiences no stabilizing or destabilizing

moments if perturbed to a new orientation.

The bigger the change in pitching (Fig. 2C),

moment produced by a given change in angle of

attack (�, Fig. 1H) of a body, the more stable the

body is if that moment acts in the opposite direction

from the change in �. Conversely, if that moment

acts in the same direction as the change in �, then

the body is more unstable if the change in pitching

moment per change in � is large. Therefore, a mea-

sure of the static aerodynamic pitching stability of

a body is the pitching stability coefficient, Cm,�,

given by:

Cm,� ¼ @Cm=@� ð10Þ

where Cm is the pitching coefficient [Equation (6)],

and � is the pitch angle or angle of attack (Fig. 1H).

If Cm,� is positive, the body is unstable, if Cm,� is

negative, the body is stable, and if Cm,�¼ 0, the body

is neutrally stable. Since Cm can depend on �, we

determine Cm/� by taking the local slope of a plot of

Cm as a function of �.

Similar stability coefficients can be used for yaw

(Fig. 2D) and roll (Fig. 2E) (McCay 2001). The

yawing stability coefficient Cn,�, is given by:

Cn,�, ¼ @Cn=@� ð11Þ

where Cn is the yawing coefficient [Equation (7)]

and � is the yaw angle (angle between the anteri-

or–posterior axis of the body and the direction of

airflow relative to the body). The rolling stability

coefficient, Cr,�, is given by:

Cr,� ¼ @Cr=@� ð12Þ

where Cr is the rolling coefficient [Equation (8)] and

� is the roll angle (angle between the dorso-ventral

axis of the body and vertical). For pitch, yaw, and

roll, we use the sign conventions outlined by McCay

(2001) (Fig. 2).

When an organism executes a maneuver, it

changes its orientation. The aerodynamic forces on

stable bodies produce a moment acting in the oppo-

site direction from the moment of the maneuver and
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thus, resist that maneuver. In contrast, when an un-

stable body executes a maneuver, the aerodynamic

forces on it produce a moment that acts in the

same direction as the moment of the maneuver

and thus, augments the maneuver. However, an un-

stable animal will continue to spin or tumble unless

it actively stops the rotation. Even for bodies that are

not stable or unstable (i.e., have no fixed points at

which the moment they experience is zero), the local

slope of a plot of the coefficient of the moment on

the body as a function of body angle (i.e., the local

stability coefficient) reveals whether the aerodynamic

forces on the body with that orientation resist or

augment a maneuver that changes body angle.

An example of how the pitching moment on a

body in a defined posture can either resist or aug-

ment a pitching maneuver, depending on the body’s

orientation relative to the flow, is illustrated in

Fig. 3D. The pitching moment on a model of

†M. gui with its hind limbs in the sprawled posture

is plotted as a function of angle of attack (�) for

different orientations of the tail. When the tail is

held parallel to the anterior–posterior axis of the

body (black triangles), it experiences zero moment

at an � of approximately 108. At this fixed stable

point, the slope of the plot is negative, indicating

that the body should experience restoring moments

when perturbed away from this stable point.

Fig. 3 Pitching moment coefficient plotted as a function of angle of attack. (A) Diagrams explaining the axes of the graphs in B–D.

Angle of attack (�, angle between the frontal plane of the body and the direction of airflow relative to the body, indicated by black

arrow) is plotted on the horizontal axis. A positive � indicates a nose-up orientation from the direction of airflow relative to the body,

and a negative � indicates a nose-down orientation. The coefficient [Cm, Equation (6)] of the pitching moment imposed on the body by

the airflow it experiences at each � is plotted on the vertical axis, where a positive coefficient indicates a nose-up moment, and a

negative coefficient indicates a nose-down moment. (B) Example of the behavior of a body that shows static aerodynamic stability in

pitch. (C) Example of a body that shows static aerodynamic instability in pitch. (D) Pitching moment coefficient plotted as a function of

� for models of †M. gui in the sprawled posture. Each symbol represents an independent replicate measurement. Black triangles

indicate measurements for the model when its tail is parallel to the long axis of the body, open circles when the tail is raised at an angle

of 158 above the long axis of the body, and gray circles when the tail is 158 below the long axis of the body. The sprawled posture with

its tail at 08 has a stable equilibrium point near an � of 108 angle-of-attack, and an unstable fixed point at an � of around 08.
Tail movement upward alters the stable position to an � of about 208, whereas, tail movement downward changes stability entirely.

The vertical spread between the plots for the different tail orientations indicates the control effectiveness of the tail.
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The animal should be difficult to maneuver in the

range of �’s for which the slope is negative.

†Microraptor gui in this posture also experiences

zero moment at an � of 08, but there the slope is

positive, indicating that if the body is perturbed away

from this unstable fixed point, the moment on it will

act in the same direction as the perturbation.

Therefore, in the range of �’s around 0o, where the

local slope is positive, †M. gui should be easier to

maneuver than at higher �’s, where the slope is

negative.

Maneuverability

If a parachuting or gliding animal is maneuverable, it

can quickly alter its course to steer to a desired land-

ing site, to avoid collisions with objects such as trees,

or to dodge, intercept, or display for another animal

(e.g., predator, prey, competitor, mate). A statically-

stable body resists changes in orientation that are

actively imposed by the animal as well as those

caused by environmental perturbations. Thus, there

is a trade-off between aerodynamic stability and ma-

neuverability, and unstable animal bodies can be

more easily maneuvered than stable ones (e.g.,

Maynard-Smith 1952; Emerson and Koehl 1990;

McCay 2001).

Aerodynamic maneuverability is not only affected

by body stability, but also depends on the effective-

ness of control surfaces at generating moments when

they change their orientation, shape, or position.

Dimensionless indices of the control effectiveness of

an appendage (such as a tail, leg, or wing) indicate

how big a moment can be generated for a given

change in the appendage. The control effectiveness

coefficient for pitch, Cm,�, is given by:

Cm,� ¼ @Cm=@� ð13Þ

where Cm is the pitching coefficient [Equation (6)]

and � is an angle describing the orientation, position,

or configuration of the appendage (e.g., a joint angle,

or an angle of a control surface with respect to a

defined plane). The control effectiveness coefficient

for yaw, Cn,�, is given by:

Cn,� ¼ @Cn=@� ð14Þ

where Cn is the yawing coefficient [Equation (7)].

The control effectiveness coefficient for roll, Cr,�, is

given by:

Cr,� ¼ @Cr=@� ð15Þ

where Cr is the rolling coefficient [Equation (8)].

If a gliding animal rolls, the lift on its body has a

sideways component that enables the animal to

execute a banking turn. The turning radius (r) of a

banking glider is given by (Pennycuick 1971):

r ¼ 2W=ðrCLsin�Þ ð16Þ

where W is wing loading [Equation (2)], r is the

fluid density, CL is the coefficient of lift [Equation

(4)], and � is the roll angle or banking angle.

Therefore, for a given �, tighter turns (i.e., turns

with lower r’s) can be executed by animals with

higher CL/W. Since CL varies with �, (CL/W)max

can be used as a measure of the best turning perfor-

mance of a banking animal (Emerson and Koehl

1990).

An example of the effectiveness of the tail in con-

trolling pitch for †M. gui is illustrated in Fig. 3D. If

the animal swings its tail up (open circles), the nose

should pitch upward. However, in the case of

†M. gui in the sprawled posture, the aerodynamic

forces on the large feathered hind wings (which

pitch the nose down) are so large that the nose-up

(positive) moment due to the tail simply reduces the

nose-down (negative) moment on the model. In

contrast, if the tail is deflected down (gray circles),

the body experiences a greater negative (nose down)

pitching moment. The vertical spread between the

plots for the different orientations of the tail shows

in a general sense the control effectiveness of the tail.

An alternative way to look at this plot is to examine

the shift in the stable equilibrium point when the

position of the tail is changed. For example, the

new stable � for the tail-up posture is approximately

208. In contrast, for the tail-down posture, there is

no new stable point and the animal would eventually

tumble.

Practical constraints and considerations

Available equipment

The equipment available to a researcher can impose

constraints on the design of physical models. For

example, Vogel (1985, 1987) used air rather than

water in studies of pressure distributions around

models of marine organisms because he had a pres-

sure transducer that worked in air, but not in water.

Similarly, Kingsolver and Koehl (1985) used water

rather than air for analyzing the flow around dyna-

mically scaled models of fossil insects because we

had a dye system for visualization of flow in water,

but no equipment for visualizing airflow.

In our study of †M. gui, the working sections of

the available wind tunnel limited the size of the

models we could use, hence we constructed models

smaller than †M. gui, but exposed them to higher

airspeeds than those we estimated for the animal,
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so that we could achieve the same Re. Another tech-

nical constraint that we faced was that the maximum

air speeds attainable in our wind tunnel did not

permit us to test the higher Re’s of the range we

estimated for †M. gui (see above): the highest Re

we could produce in our wind tunnel (7� 104) was

of the same order as the lowest estimated Re for †M.

gui (1� 105). However, bluff bodies have roughly

constant CD’s in the range of Re’s between �103

and �4� 105 and streamlined bodies have constant

CD’s to even higher Re’s (e.g., Hoerner 1965; Vogel

1994). We measured the aerodynamic forces on our

models for the range of Re’s that we could test in our

wind tunnels and found CD and CL to be constant

(e.g., Fig. 4). Tucker (1990) found constant CD’s for

a number of species of birds in this same Re range.

Although we cannot extrapolate beyond our data, a

reasonable assumption would be that CD and CL of

†M. gui would also be independent of Re in the Re

range of 1.0� 105 to 3� 105 that we estimated for

†M. gui.

Ease of fabrication and durability of models

Physical models can be fabricated using a variety of

materials and techniques. Although the material

properties of the organism should be replicated in

a model, we can only make educated guesses about

the material properties of extinct organisms based on

properties of similar structures in extant species. It is

also desirable to construct a durable model so that

replicate measurements can be made. For example,

Alexander et al. (2010) found that a foam model of

†M. gui bearing real feathers was too fragile for re-

peated free-gliding experiments, and replaced it with

more durable models constructed of plywood and

metal with balsa-wood plumage. Similarly, after ini-

tially experimenting with delicate wire and foam

models of †M. gui, we switched to more durable

models of the body made from a polymer clay

(Super Sculpey Firm, Polyform Products Co.) sup-

ported by an aluminum torso and steel-rod skeletons

in the appendages. In addition, some details of the

organism can be very time-consuming to replicate on

a model. Therefore, it can be worthwhile to deter-

mine whether such features as material properties or

details of texture affect the aspects of performance to

be measured. Our first models had real bird feathers

on forelimbs, hind limbs, and tail (Fig. 5A) to ap-

proximate the surface texture of †M. gui, Each feath-

er used was matched in size to a feather on a

diagram of the fossil (Xu et al. 2003) that had

been scaled to the size of the model. However, we

found that replicate models could be constructed

much more rapidly by replacing the rows of individ-

ual feathers with more durable sheets of paper cut to

the shape of the feathered surfaces on forelimbs,

hind limbs, and tail, and reinforced with monofila-

ment line (Fig. 1H). By comparing the aerodynamic

forces on the models with real feathers versus those

with paper plumage, we found that performance of

the durable, easily manufactured model was not sig-

nificantly different from that of the feathered model

(e.g. Fig. 5B).

Determining center of mass

The stability and control effectiveness indices above

are defined based on the center of mass (COM) of

the organisms, and it is often best to measure aero-

dynamic forces and moments about the COM. To

locate the COM for an extant species, a preserved

specimen of the body can be cut into small pieces,

each of which is weighed. Then the distribution of

mass in the model can be designed to replicate that

of the real organism (technique described by

Emerson and Koehl 1990). For extinct organisms,

Fig. 4 Lift coefficient (A) and drag coefficient (B) plotted as a

function of Re for models of †M. gui in the tent posture. Each

symbol represents an independent replicate measurement. There

were no significant differences between the lift coefficients mea-

sured at different Re’s, and there were no significant differences

between the drag coefficients measured at different Re’s

(ANOVA, P40.05).
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more guesswork is involved. We did not know the

weights of †M. gui’s body parts, but we made the

simplifying assumption that its tissue mass was uni-

form throughout its body, and then approximated its

distribution of mass in our models by making them

geometrically similar to the reconstructions of

†M. gui (Fig. 1 of Xu et al. 2003)

The position of the COM of a model can be cal-

culated or determined experimentally. If the coordi-

nates of the body surface can be determined from 3D

reconstructions of the organism or from drawings of

its reconstructed frontal, sagittal, and transverse pe-

rimeters, then the body can be mathematically sliced

into transverse sections. The position of the COM

can be calculated from the masses, centroids, and

moments of these slices, which are computed using

assumed tissue densities (e.g., Henderson 1999).

Alternatively, the fore-aft position of the center of

mass of the model in a given posture can be found

by hanging the model from a string attached at dif-

ferent positions along the centerline of the body or

balancing the model on a knife edge held at right

angles to the long axis of the body. Similarly, the

right-left and up-down positions of the COM can

be determined. We used both approaches for our

models of †M. gui and got similar results. The pros

and cons of different techniques for determining the

COM are discussed by Hurlburt (1999).

The force transducer should be mounted within

the model so that its center is located at the center

of mass for the model. Mounting the sensor at loca-

tions other than the COM may be needed to avoid

interference with wings or other body parts, to avoid

creating wakes for downstream appendages, or to

avoid saturation of force or torque sensors. When

mounting at locations other than the COM is nec-

essary, then the position of the transducer relative to

the COM should be measured so that the forces and

moments acting at the COM can be calculated from

the transducer output.

Are the data reasonable?

If models are used to study extant organisms, then

the performance of the model and the living organ-

ism can be compared, as described above (e.g.,

Emerson and Koehl 1990; Koehl 1977, 2003).

However, when using models to study extinct organ-

isms, the forces or performance indices measured for

the models can be compared to their values for living

organisms to see if they are similar. For example, the

(CL/CD)max values that we measured for our models

of †M. gui fall in the middle of the range of (CL/

CD)max’s for a variety of other gliding organisms

(Fig. 6).

Conclusions and caveats

Dynamically scaled physical models are useful tools

for investigating the effects of morphology and pos-

ture on the gliding performance of both living and

extinct organisms. Measurements of lift, drag, side

force, and moments in pitch, roll, and yaw on

models in a wind tunnel can be used to calculate

indices of gliding and parachuting performance,

aerodynamic static stability, and control effectiveness

in maneuvering. These indices permit the aerody-

namic performance of bodies of different shapes,

sizes, stiffnesses, textures, and postures to be com-

pared, and thus can provide insights about the

design of gliders, both biological and man-made.

However, the diverse morphologies of gliding organ-

isms make it difficult in many cases to use standard

engineering conventions for some of the terms used

in calculating performance indices. For example, the

engineering conventions of using the wing chord

length for L, or the planform area of the wings

alone for S, are not workable for wingless animals.

Similarly, the engineering convention of using the

orientation of a wing relative to the airflow to

Fig. 5 (A) Photograph of a rear view of a model of †M. gui with

real bird feathers. The model is in the sprawled posture and is

mounted at an angle of attack of 308 in the wind tunnel. (B) Lift

coefficient plotted as a function of angle of attack for models of

†M. gui in the sprawled posture with paper feathers (open

squares) and with bird feathers (black squares). Each symbol

represents an independent replicate measurement. At each angle

of attack, there was no significant difference between the lift

coefficients of the model with feathers and the model with paper

plumage (ANOVAs performed at each angle of attack, P40.05).

Physical models of gliding by extinct animals 13
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determine the angle of attack (�) may not be appro-

priate for organisms with multiple body parts at dif-

ferent orientations. Therefore, care must be taken to

define how L, S, and � are measured when reporting

performance indices for organisms, and when com-

paring values from the literature.

Although studies using physical models to mea-

sure aerodynamic performance provide quantitative

results, there are many sources of uncertainty when

they are used to study the performance of extinct

organisms. Body contours and mass distributions

depend on the reconstructions done from fossilized

skeletons and integumentary structures, the postures

and behaviors that might have been used are inferred

from those used by related living organisms and

from constraints imposed by morphology (e.g.,

joints in the skeleton), the speeds they traveled

through the air are estimated from speeds of living

organisms of similar mass and wing loading, and the

environmental conditions in which they operated

(e.g., foliage and other obstructions in the habitat,

organisms with which they might have interacted, air

properties) may be inferred based on other fossils

found nearby and the type and age of the rock for-

mation in which the fossils were found. Furthermore,

the aspects of aerodynamic performance that might

have affected the fitness of the organisms must be

guessed. Nonetheless, reasonable assumptions for

model design can be made via careful study of the

fossils, comparison of the species being studied with

related extinct and extant species, and awareness that

a single specimen or fragment might be misleading.

If we keep these caveats in mind, then aerodynamic

studies of extinct organisms let us test the feasibility

of various hypotheses about their behavior, ecology,

or evolution, and enable us to rule out those that are

not physically feasible.

Our measurements of (CL/CD)max for physical

models of †M. gui are similar to those measured

by Alexander et al. (2010) for freely-gliding models

of †M. gui (Fig. 6). Chatterjee and Templin (2007),

who used mathematical modeling to compare the

gliding performance of †M. gui with that of other

gliding animals, concluded that †M. gui was a ‘‘mod-

erate glider.’’ We concur with that assessment after

comparing our measurements of the (CL/CD)max of

†M. gui with values measured for other gliding or-

ganisms (Fig. 6). Our measurements of (CL/CD)max

of †M. gui also suggest that the various debated pos-

tures of the legs make little difference to horizontal

distance traveled per vertical distance fallen during a

glide. Although postures of the legs have little effect

Fig. 6 Comparison of median values of (CL/CD)max for our models of †M. gui in various postures (error bars show quartiles, dots show

range; five replicates per posture) with (CL/CD)max values for a variety of other gliding organisms (white triangles) published in the

references indicated by the numbers in parentheses: (1) Emerson and Koehl (1990), (2) Bishop (2007), (3) Vogel (1994), (4) Withers

(1981), (5) Tennekes (1996), and (6) Rosen and Hedenstrom (2001). Because both CL and CD are calculated using planform area [S in

Equations (3) and (4)], S is canceled when (CL/CD)max is calculated, and therefore, the different definitions of S used for these diverse

organisms does not affect (CL/CD)max. There was no significant difference among the (CL/CD)max‘s of the postures of †M. gui that we

tested (Kruskal–Wallis, P40.05). Our values for (CL/CD)max of †M. gui were slightly lower than those reported by Alexander et al.

(2010) for freely-gliding models of †M. gui (gray circle).
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on that aspect of gliding performance, we found that

they do affect other aspects of aerodynamic perfor-

mance, such as stability and maneuverability (to be

reported in detail elsewhere). Similarly, measure-

ments made in a wind tunnel by Davis et al.

(2008, NOVA show cited above) suggested that

†M. gui might have used the tent posture for gliding,

but that the biplane posture could have been used to

pitch the animal upwards so that it could land with

its ventral surface on a tree trunk.

Both †M. gui and flying frogs have large aerody-

namic surfaces on their hind limbs, posterior to the

center of mass, but †M. gui also has large feathered

forelimbs and a long feathered tail. The (CL/CD)max

of †M. gui is about twice that of flying frogs

(Emerson and Koehl 1990). We found that the aero-

dynamic pitching moment on †M. gui in the con-

troversial sprawled posture is stable in pitch and

thus, resists changes in pitch when the tail is

moved up and down at most positive angles of

attack (�, Fig. 3D). In contrast, in the range of �’s

around 08, †M. gui in the sprawled posture is unsta-

ble in pitch and should be easier to maneuver than

at higher �’s. This example illustrates that orienta-

tion of the body relative to the flow past the animal

determines whether or not a given posture is stable

or unstable, and is difficult or easy to maneuver.
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